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How did you learn good text game?
April 2, 2020 | 5 upvotes | by earlnightingale

I know texting is just for logistics etc, but during these times that doesn't hold as true, so - how did you
learn to game girls well over sms/whatsapp/dating apps?
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Comments

RoccoPinkman • 20 points • 2 April, 2020 12:31 PM 

I send unsolicited dick pics and beg her not to fuck anyone else until all this is over, luckily for my hamster self
isolation is in place so I know she will wait for me.

Also use plenty of emojis!

stoicstephen • 8 points • 2 April, 2020 11:53 AM* 

Good text game should come naturaly from your knowledge and experience with A&A, AM, qualifying, etc.

Don't take anything women say or do seriously.

Basically be fun, be aloof, use your imagination and A&A to take them into your fantasies (your frame) and
don't text everyday.

That's what I'm doing on Tinder right now, I'm working out my game. I'm giving women that I talk to an escape
from this shitty situation, and that's what they need the most right now.

If you can do that you can expect to have some plates when this ends.

Tl:dr - Text game is just like normal game, you just have less time to do it because you are too busy praying to
the iron or working in your mission.

helaughsinhidden • 8 points • 2 April, 2020 02:54 PM 

Exactly.

Here's an example from yesterday:

Wife is texting about something while cooking. So I tell her to send me a picture whatever she wants me to
kiss. She replies "Meh". I'm flirting with her and she give me a classic shit test. Old version of my would
have been butthurt, discouraged, could have been offended, or who knows what. That reaction is still in me,
but I brush it off and instead, I reply "oops sorry, wrong person". Teasing her more, remaining playful,
having an abundant mindset, let her hamster spin, and most importantly....not letting her slight bother me.
Ten minutes later I get pics of her lips, her tits, and her ass, come home to an extra clean house, she's in a
good mood, dinner is ready and it's ribs; which is something that I like and she doesn't.

stoicstephen • 6 points • 2 April, 2020 03:11 PM 

If we could put game into one phrase it would be that one I said above.

Don't take anything women say or do seriously.

What you did was a textbook example of that.

That phrase is my RP mantra because it is true. Everytime I fuck up with a plate or LTR is because I start
to take them seriously, like they are on my level.

How could you be the prize and still be on the same level as them?

You can't.

Tyred_Biggums • 5 points • 2 April, 2020 01:50 PM 

This is spot on. I'd add:

Don't take texting too seriously
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Don't get butthurt if she doesn't respond - leave it and move on
Project yourself as the oak - funny, cocky, a little caring. A lot of them are stressed or worried - so change
those negatives into positives and get them to laugh about it

echo979 • 9 points • 2 April, 2020 01:09 PM 

I am a bit of a contrarian on this one. I was blessed with one ugly face so, for me, text/chat game is THE game. I
have to make her hunt me like my dick cures cancer (which he does) BEFORE ever seeing me.

If I can do it, you can do it.

The basics are the same. a&a, push&pull, am and above all, frame and abundance mindset.

I never take them out. Never court. Never qualify or try to impress. The first date is always at my place. They are
cooking and I'm mocking their clumsiness in kitchen and in bed.

As always, don't go retard. Have a high standard. Make her qualify. Make her earn your praise and, when it's
earned properly, be generous with praises.

I used to be ugly and boring. This changed when I seriously studied stand-up comedy. Now I'm just ugly. And
they get very quickly used with it.

Confidence & humour (and don't go full retard)

mickey__ • 2 points • 17 April, 2020 06:18 PM 

How did you improved game? Marvelous work mate

SBIII • 5 points • 2 April, 2020 10:34 AM 

During these times? Game never changes.

[deleted] • 3 points • 2 April, 2020 01:14 PM 

Just talk to them like they’re one of your boys. Tease them, never get jealous, no compliments, have fun, joke
around. Shit ain’t complicated.

FoxShitNasty83 • 5 points • 2 April, 2020 09:11 AM 

If I didn't live with my wife I wouldn't be worried about shit like this. Just focus on yourself. Leave the txting to
her and go back to overhead pressing your sofa (couch).

If shes lucky you will fill her holes following the apocalypse.... if she makes it out alive and keeps the fat off.

red-sfpplus • 3 points • 2 April, 2020 01:58 PM 

If you can talk to women face to face, you will have good text game you Autistic fuck.
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